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This paper studies a two-dimensional predator-prey system with a finite number 
of discrete delays. Our purpose is to demonstrate that the time delays are harmless 
for uniform persistence of the solutions of the system. The results are obtained by 
constructing suitable persistence functionals. ‘$3 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of models in ecology can be formulated as systems of differen- 
tial equations with time delays. One of the most important problems for 
this type of systems is to analyze the effect of time delays on the stability 
of the systems. This has been done in many papers. Reference [l] has 
shown that if a time delay is incorporated into the resource limitation of 
the logistic equation, then it has destablizing effect on the stability of the 
system. In papers [24], criteria are established which when satisified will 
imply an equilibrium is stable for all delays. Papers [6-S] have shown that 
for some systems the stability switches can happen many times and the 
systems will eventually become unstable when time delays increase. Paper 
[S] has shown that for certain values of the delay, there occurs an unstable 
equilibrium with periodic oscillations. 
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In this paper we consider a predator-prey system of Lotka-Volterra type 
with a finite number of discrete delays. Our purpose is to show that there 
will be no change in uniform persistence of the system when the delays 
vary. Our results are obtained by considering the orbits of the system in the 
coordinate plane instead of the space of continuous functions, although 
delay differential equations often have some good properties in the space of 
continuous functions. 
2. ANALYSIS OF UNIFORM PERSISTENCE 
Consider the predator-prey system 
i(t)=x(t) 
[ 
r-l-- i a,jx(t-z,j)- -g bljY(f-Plj) 
j= 1 j= I 1 
[ 1 
(2.1) 
9(t)=y(t) r2+ f a2jX(f-T2j)- f b2jY(f-P2j) 
j=l j=l 
with initial conditions 
X(S)=q(S)>O,sE[-r,O]; 0 < do) 
y(s)=Il/(s)~O,sEC--Z,Ol; 0 < W)> 
(2.2) 
where r1 and r2 are real constants with r1 >O; aii, b,, tii, pii(i= 1,2; 
j = 1, 2, . . . . m) are non-negative constants. Not all of a,j and not all of 
bzj (j = 1, 2, . . . . m) are zero; Both q(s) and Ii/(s) are continuous on the inter- 
val C--T, 0] in which 
t=max{r,i,p,i:i=1,2.j=1,2 ,..., m}. 
If all of the delays rd and pij are zero, then the system (2.1) will simplify 
to an autonomous system of the form 
m 
aljx- C b,jY 
j=l 1 
~2+ f aqx- F b2,Y . 
j= 1 j= 1 1 
(2.3) 
It is well known that system (2.3) is uniformly persistent if the conditions 
m 
r, 1 azj+r2 i a,j>O 
j=l j=l 
(2.4) 
j= 1 j= I 
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are satisfied. In fact, under these conditions the positive equilibrium of (2.3) 
is globally asymptotically stable [9]. Furthermore, it is not persistent if 
either of the inequalities 
,,i ,,1 
l-1 c n,,+rz c a,,<0 (2.6 
,= I ,= I 
I,2 ,,I 
rl C b-r2 C b,,<O 
,= I ,= I 
(2.7 ) 
holds. 
In this section we show that the conditions which guarantee the uniform 
persistence of system (2.3) will also ensure the uniform persistence of the 
system (2.1) for all values of the delays. 
Let z(t) = (x(t), y(t))’ denote the solution of system (2.1) corresponding 
to the initial conditions (2.2), where T represents the transpose of a vector. 
DEFINITION 2.1. System (2.1) is said to be uniformly persistent if there 
exists a compact region D c int R: such that every solution z(t) of (2.1) 
with the initial conditions (2.2) eventually enters and remains in the region 
D. The system is said to be not persistent if there exists a solution z(t) such 
that the distance d(z(t), aR:) of z(t) from the boundary of R: tends to 
zero as t approaches infinity. 
LEMMA 2.1. Every solution z(t) of system (2.1) with initial conditions 
(2.2) exists in the interval [0, + co) and remains positive for all t > 0. 
Proof: It is true because 
x(t) =x(O) exp { ji [r, - 2 al,x(s-~,J- i b,jY(s-Pl,) ds 
,=l ,=I I I 
y(t)=..v(O)ev(J~[r,+ T azjx(s-tzj)- f b,jy(s-p,,)]ds} 
,=l ,=l 
and x(0) > 0, y(O) > 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. Every solution z(t) of system (2, 1) with initial conditions 
(2.2) is bounded for all t 2 0 and all of these solutions are ultimately bounded. 
Proof: Because ajj and b,, (j= 1, 2, . . . . m) in system (2.1) are non- 
negative, not all of a,, are zero, and not all of b, are zero we assume 
a,, > 0 and b,, > 0 without loss of generality. By Lemma 2.1 we have 
4t)<x(t)Cr, --a,,x(t--t,,)l. (2.8) 
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Taking M* = (1 + ri)/ai, . Then for any t* 3 0, if x(t) B M* for all t 3 t*, 
(2.8) implies that i(t)< -x(t) for all t 3 t* + r’. This will lead to a 
contradiction. Hence there must exist a t, z t* such that x(ti) < M*. If 
x(t) <I M* for all t z t,, then x(t) is bounded. If not, suppose x(t,) > M*, 
where t‘, > t, . Then from the above discussion there exists t: and tT* such 
that x(tr)=x(tf*)=M* and x(t)>M* for all tT<t<t:*, where 
t, d t: < i, < tf*. Now suppose x(t) with tj+ <t< tF* attains its maximum 
at iz. t:< iz< t:*. Then since $i*)=O, (2.1) implies 
r1- i a,,x(t,--z,,)- f hjY(t,-P,j)=o. 
j= 1 j= 1 
This leads to 
x(t, - 511) <r,/a,, ‘CM*. 
From Lemma 2.1 we have i(t)/x(t) < r,. Then an integration from t, - ~,i 
to t, on both sides of the inequality yields 
x(t,)<x(t,--,,)exp(r,z,,)<M*exp(r,z,,)=M. 
Since M is independent of the interval [t:, I:*], we have x(t) < M for all 
t 3 t, Therefore x(t) is also bounded. Furthermore, A4 > M* implies that 
in any case x(t) < A4 for all t > t, holds 
Using the inequality 




and by a procedure similar to the discussion above, we can determine a 
constant N>O and a t2 3 t, + r such that y(t)<N for all t3 t,. Conse- 
quently y(t) is bounded and 
O<x(t)<M; O<y(t)<N for tat,. (2.9) 
This completes the proof. 
Our main result is the following 
THE~OREM 2.1. If conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are satisfied, then system 
(2.1) is uniformly persistent. 
[f either (2.6) or (2.7) is satisfied, then the system is not persistent. 
ProoJ: Part 1: In this part we show that the system is uniformly 
persistent if conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are satisfied. 
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Construct a continuous functional 
VI(t) = V,(t, x, y) = (x, tp:=:-l “yJjt))=:l’c”’ 
,W 
r x exp - C a2,blk s f’mp,kYw- f a21 alk i’ x(s) ds 
/.k=l ,,k=l I TII 
+f alia2k x(s)ds- f a,,h, jr Y(S) ds 
.I. k = I j,k=l r PZ > 
(2.10) 
Calculating the derivative of V, with respect to t along the solution of 
system (2.1) we have 
vi(r)= vl(r) rl ,f a2j+r2 2 alj- f 
( 
(a21hlk+aljb2k)y(t) . 
j= 1 ,=l ,,k=l > 
Put 
q,=r, f U2j+r2 jJ a,j. 
j= I j=l 
Then yll > 0 by assumption. Choose 0 <A, < N small enough such that if 
O<y(t)6h, we have 
C(f) ’ (Y,P) vi(f). (2.11) 
Now construct another continuous functional 




b2jalk 1,‘;,, X(S) ds 
- f b2,bIk j,y p,kY(s)d~- f b,jax j’ x(s) ds 
j,k=l J,k=l 
+ f bIjb2k J’ y(s)ds ’ 
j,k=I r - P2k > 
(2.12) 
FIG. 1. The region D constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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By similar arguments as above, there exists an h2, 0 < h2 <M, such that if 
0 < x(t) 6 h2 we have 
lizw ’ r2 V,(t)P, (2.13) 
where 
q2=rI ‘f b,,--r, f b,j>O. 
j= 1 j=l 
Set 
Consider an orbit z(t) = (x(t), y(t))’ of system (2.1) with initial conditions 
(2.2). By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 there exists a I,, > r such that 
0 <x(t) < M; O<y(t)< N for all t b t, - r. (2.14) 
Then it follows from (2.10) (2.12) and (2.14) that 
~l(xw)“‘(Yw”’ d V,(t) G b(t)Y’(Y(t))p’ Ml 





tll = 1 a2j; a2= 2 b,, 
i= I j=l 
BI = jJ alj; P2= f blj 
j= 1 j=l 
and t > to. Now we construct a region D as the following. First, define 
curve 15, by 
L, 1 xQy-f12 = ,!,y,‘,-“2 for O<ydN. 
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Choose C, > 0 small enough so that C, <n, h;‘N ii? and define curve L, by 
L, : x-y Ii2 = C,IN, for 0 < j’ 6 N. 
Suppose that the intersection point of curve L2 with J* = h, is (,U, h, ). Select 
such a C2 that 
0 < C2 < m, Ph” I 
and then define L, by 
L, : xZlyDi = CJM, for O<xbM. 
Let D denote the region enclosed by L,, L,, x = M, and y = N. In the 
following we prove that the orbit z(t) eventually enters and remains in the 
region D. The proof is divided into four steps. 
(1) We first show that if there is a tX> t, such that z(tg) lies in the 
right side of curve L, , then the orbit z(t) will remain in the right side of 
curve L, for all t> 2:. In fact, if z(t) meets L, at t,, I, > to*, then there 
exists a tl , tX< t, < t,, such that z(t) meets L, at t = t, and lies between L, 
and L, for all t, <t < t,. By the inequality (2.13) we have 
vAtI) < V,(tz). (2.17) 
On the other hand 
V2(tZ) d (x(t2))az(y(tz)) B2 N, = C, <n, h;2N ~/rZ 
=n,(x(t,))"2(y(t,))~~/12~ vAtI). 
This is in contradiction to the inequality (2.17). 
(2) In this step we show that if there is a t,> to such that y(t3)> h, 
and z(t) lies in the right side of curve L, for all t 3 t, z(t) cannot meet L, 
for all t > t,. In fact, if z(t) meets L, at t,, then there exists a t4, 
t,<t,<t,, such that y(t4)=h, and y(t)<h, for t,<t<t5. By (2.11) we 
have 
Vl(L!) < V1(ts) G (x(ts)Y’(Y(ts))“’ Ml = c,. (2.18) 
But since z(t) lies in the right side of L, and y(t4) = h,, we have 
v,(t,)~m,(x(t,))“(y(t,))81>m,X~‘h~’>CZ. 
This contradicts (2.18). 
(3) In this step we show that if there is a t, > t, such that y(f6) <h,, 
then there exists a t, > t6 such that y(t,) > h,. Assuming the contrary we 
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have y(t) d hi for all t 3 t,. Then (2.11) implies that V,(t) tends to infinity 
as t tends to infinity. But this is impossible since (2.14) and (2.15) imply 
that VI(t) is bounded. 
(4) In this step we show that if there is a tb > t, such that z( tb) lies 
in the left side of the curve L, and y(tb)>h,, then there exists a t; > t, 
such that x(t’,)> h,. 
Define curve L; by 
L;: xX2y-P2= (x(t&))“‘(y(tb))-“2 for O<ydN. 
Select C; small enough so that 
0 < c; < n,(x(tb))“2( y(tb))-P’ 
and define curve L; by 
L.;: x”~Y-~=  C;/N, for O<y<N. 
Suppose that L; intersects y = h, at point (X’, h,). Choose C; so that 
O<C;<m,(.f’)*‘hf’. 
Then define curve L; by 
L; : xX1yfll = c; JM, for O<x<M 
Repeating the procedure of steps (1) and (2) we know that z(t) can meet 
neither L; nor L;. This implies that there exists an E > 0 such that y(t) > E 
for all t 3 tb. It follows from (2.16) that Vz(t) is bounded for t 3 t&. 
If O<x(t) < h2 for all t> tb, then (2.13) implies that Vz(t) tends to 
infinity as t tends to infinity. This contradiction yields the existence of t; 
satisfying t; > t, and x(t;) > h,. 
In summary, if for some t > t, z(t) lies in the right side of curve L, and 
above the line y = h,, then (2.14) and steps (3) and (4) imply that z(t) will 
remain in the region D as t increases. This is what we need. Furthermore, 
if z(tl) lies below the line y = h, for some t, > t, step (3) implies that there 
is a t,? > t, such that z(t*) lies above y = h,. It follows from step (4) that 
there is a t, b t, such that z( t4) lies in the right side of curve L,. Since step 
(1) implies that z(t) lies in the right side of curve L, for all t > t, and 
step (3) implies that there is a t, > t, such that y(t5) > h,. It follows from 
step (2) that z(t) will remain in the region D for all t > t,. Finally, if z(t) 
lies in the left of curve L, and above the line y = h, , by similar arguments 
we can conclude z(t) eventually enters and remains in the region D. Since 
any orbit of system (2.1) corresponding to the initial conditions (2.2) has 
this property, we can conclude that system (2.1) is uniformly persistent. 
This completes the proof. 
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Part 2: Suppose that (2.6) holds. It is easy to get 
where ye, < 0. It follows that V,(t) tends to zero as t tends to infinity. Then 
(2.15) implies 
lim (x( [))“I( y( t))“’ = 0. 
f + ‘XI 
Consequently 
lim d(z(t), C3R: ) = 0. 
t-a 
If (2.7) holds then by a similar method we can conlude that system (2.1) 
is not persistent. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. The system 
i(t)=x(t) r- $ U,X(f-7,) 
( ,=I > 
is uniformly persistent if aj and z, (j = 1, 2, . . . . m) are non-negative constants, 
r is a positive constant and not all of a,(j= 1, 2, . . . . m) are zero. 
Remark. Using this corollary we know that the system 
ti(t)=N(t)(a-bN(t)-N(t-1)) 
is uniformly persistent under the assumption that a and b are positive 
constants. Therefore, for b < 1 it is impossible that there exists a sequence 
tk+ +co as k-+ +CG such that N(t,)-+O as k+ +co. Hence, one of the 
open questions suggested by [lo] has been solved. 
Now we introduce the notation (f ), for any bounded continuous 
function f by defining ( f ), = 1; f(s) dsJt. 
If (2.4) and (2.5) hold, system (2.1) is uniformly persistent. In this situa- 
tion, there is a unique positive equilibrium (x*, y*) in the system where 
j=l j=l ,.k=l 
r2 f a,,,+r, f a,, f (a,$,, + %,ba). 
j= 1 j= I ,.k=L 
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THEOREM 2.2. Ler (2.4) and (2.5) hold. Then any solution (x(t), y(t))’ of 
system (2.1) corresponding to the initial conditions (2.2) satisfies 
lim (x)!=x*; lim (y),=y*. 
,-+CC l-m 
Proof From system (2.1) we have 
i/x=r, - f a,ix(t--r,j)- i b,jy(t-pv) 
J=l j=l 
i/y=r2+ 2 a2jx(t-T*j)- f b*jwY(t-p2j). 
j=l j= 1 
Intergrating both sides of the equations from 0 to t and deviding the 
equations by t we get 
It 
ln(x(t)/x(o))/t=rl- f '1, 
j=l 
j’x(t-qj)dt/t- f b,, j’y(t-plj)dt/t 
0 j= 1 0 
W WvUNlt = r2 + f a2j 
,=l 
jrx(t-~2i)dt,‘t- f b2j j’y(t-p,)dt/t. 
0 j=l 0 
follows that 
<X>t= r1 f bzj-r2 2 blJ+ ff b,jP(t)- f bljQ(t) 
( >I 
H 
j=l J=l j=l j=l 
r2 5 alJ+rl f %j+ f 'fJett)+ 5 
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By (2.9) both x(f) and y(t) are bounded from above. From Theorem 2.1 
they have positive bound from below. Therefore, 
lim P(t)=O; lim Q(t) = 0. 
f+l I- x 
Consequently (x), tends to x* and (y ), tends to y* as t tends to infinity. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 




It is uniformly persistent since both (2.4) and (2.5) are satisfied. In the 
following we show that the stability of the positive equilibrium of the 
system will be changed and positive periodic solutions occur as the delay 
increases. 
The positive equilibrium of system (2.19) is (2, 1). The linearization of 
the system with respect to this equilibrium is 
i(t)= -3x(t)-12x(t-r)-3y(t) 
Y(t) = x(t) -y(t). 
(2.20) 
The characteristic equation of (2.20) is 
i2+4;1+6+ 12(A+l)e-“=O. (2.21) 
Substituting ;1= CI + ifl( /I 3 0) into the equation and separating its real and 




Setting c( = 0 in (2.22) and solving cos /?z, sin pr we get 
cos/?r= -(3f12+6)/(12b2+ 12) 
sinpr=(/?3-2/?)/(12fi2+12). 
(2.23) 
An application of identity cos2 Br + sin2 fir = 1 yields 
u2 - 14OU - 108 = 0, (2.24) 
where u=/?‘. From the above procedure we see that ,l= ifi is a root of 
(2.21) if and only if fl satisfies (2.24) and 8, t satisfy (2.23). It is obvious 
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that (2.24) has a unique positive root u = uO. Set PO = &. Substituting it 
into (2.23) and solving r from (2.23) we know that there is a unique solu- 
tion ‘rO with n/2 </Ior < rc in (2.23). Furthermore, a tedious calculation 
yields c?(rO) > 0. Since the two roots of Eq. (2.21) have negative real parts 
at z = 0, it follows that the equilibrium ($, 1) of system (2.19) is asymptoti- 
cally stable if 0 < r < zO, is unstable if z > zO. Consequently, the theory of 
Hopf bifurcation implies that system (2.19) has a non-constant periodic 
solution for certain 5 near z0 [ 111. 
3. DISCUSSION 
In this paper we have considered the two-dimensional system with 
arbitrarily finite number of time delays. We have shown that system (2.1) 
is uniformly persistent irrespective of the size of the delays. 
The literature on ecological models with time delays is quite large. But 
most of the works are concerned with the stability of positive equilibria 
and the existence of positive periodic solutions of the models. Very few 
studies focus upon the persistence of the systems. In this paper we have 
analyzed the effect of the time delays on the uniform persistence of the 
system. Theorem 2.1 and the example indicate that although the asymptotic 
behavior of the system may be complex as the delays increase, for example, 
locally asymptotic stability of positive equilibrium may be lost and positive 
periodic solutions exist, the system remains uniformly persistent; i.e., the 
time delays are harmless for the uniform persistence. Theorem 2.2 may be 
compared with the result for the system without time delays, i.e., system 
(2.3). Conditions (2.4) and (2.5) imply that the solution (x(t), ~(t))~ of 
system (2.3) with positive initial values tends to (x*, y*) as t tends to 
infinity. For system (2.1) in which the time delays occur, the analogue of 
that result is obtained of the solution is replaced by temporal average 
((x),, (y),) of the solution of system (2.1). Finally, it is worthwhile to 
mention that there are arbitrarily many delays in system (2.1). In this situa- 
tion, the analysis for local stability of equilibria is often difficult and the 
conditions for no stability switching are severe. 
We expect a similar technique to work in higher-dimensional systems 
and the systems with distributed delays. We leave this investigation for 
future work. 
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